The far field errors due to near field random noise are statistically bounded when performing cylindrical near to far field transform. In this communication, the far field noise variance it is expressed as a function of the measurement parameters and the near field noise variance.
The far field noise due to a random near field noise is an stochastic process, and it will be shown that for a white gaussian space stationary near field noise, the far field noise is a gaussian non-stationary in elevation and coloured in azimuth process, with avariance dependent on the measurement probe.
The full characterization of the far field noise allows to compute a far field pattern upper and lower bound for a given probability, giving a deeper understanding of the effect of a random error in the radiation pattern. This is of utmost interest in low side lobe antenna measurements, where random errors become a limiting factor in the final accuracy. The validity of this formulation has been checked with actual measurements.
FAR FIELD TRANSFORMATION OF THE NEAR FIELD NOISE.
The cylindrical near to far field transformation is based on obtaining the cylindrical modal coefficients of the fields, from the measurement on a cylinder that encloses the Antenna Under Test (AUT). The formulation is well descnrbed in [3] . Since the transformation is a linear operator, the effect of an additive noise can be studied by superposition. The cylindrical modal coefficients of the radiated fields of the AUT are found as:
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where N , and N,, and A zand A4 are the number of sample points and measurement increment ofthenearfielddata.Ontheotherhand,k2=kcosO,anda{ (k,)andb$P(k )arerelated to the measurement probe cylindrical coefficients [3] [4] . 
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The noise contaminated radiation pattern will be of the form
where n (k, $) is a gaussian noise with variance a' f(k ) given by equations (7) and (8).
The far field module is for a given polarization where p and q are the probabilities to exceed the bound M and not to exceed m respectively. The probability that the far field is between M and m is m( (15) RESULTS.
Numerical simulations, as well as measurements, have been carried out to validate expressions (7) and (8). The measurements have been done in the system described in [6] . Figure 1 shows the far field variance to near field variance ratio. The probe is an ideal magnetic probe, the frequency is 3 GHz and the measurement radius is 50.9 cm. By an ideal magnetic probe it is understood a probe that responds with a voltage equal to the magnetic field intensity in one point, and only to one polarization. The figure compares the result from equations (7) and (8) and a numerical evaluation of the far field variance which is done by performing a high number of near to far field transformations (1000 in this case) with only noise. Both curves completely agree. It is important to notice that the behaviour of the far field variance is more complex than it could be expected.
The following figures show the radiation pattern of a low sidelobe array. Figures 2 and 3 without noise, and figures 4 and 5 with a 40 dB S/N ratio in the near field measurement. The dotted lines show the 90 % probability upper and lower bound. Therefore the probability that the noise contaminated far field is between both bounds is a 80 % In this case the result is a numerical simulation and shows that the formulation predicts with good accuracy the effect of random errors in the measurement. Figure 6 shows the result on a real measurement. In this case, it has been taken a real measurement of a low side lobe antenna with a near field S/N > 50 dB and have added noise so the S/N is 40 dB. The figure shows the maximum and minimum error bounds (90 % 
